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Disclaimer of Liability 
 
§ The purpose of this White Paper is to present InterFinex and InterToken - ITT  to potential token holders 

in connection with the proposed Token sale.  Please read our full terms and conditions, SAFT, before 
making any decision regarding purchasing InterToken - ITTs. 

 
§ The information contained and set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements 

of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to 
potential token holders in order for them to determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the 
company with the intent of purchasing InterToken - ITTs. 

 
§ Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for 

investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities 
in any jurisdiction. This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or 
regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors. InterToken - ITT is a utility token. 
This product is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other kind of financial instrument and 
has not been registered under the Securities Act, the securities laws of any state of the United States or 
the securities laws of any other country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a 
potential token holder is a resident. 

 
§ InterToken - ITT cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in the White Paper, including 

but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes. 
 
§ InterToken - ITT is not intended for sale or use in any jurisdiction where sale or use of digital tokens 

maybe prohibited. InterToken - ITT confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any 
ownership, distribution (including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including 
all forms of intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically described 
in the White Paper. 

 
§ Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper constitute forward-

looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve known and 
unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the 
estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. 

 
§ White Paper can be modified to provide more detailed information. This English language White Paper is 

the primary official source of information about the InterToken - ITT. The information contained herein 
may from time to time be translated into other languages or used in the course of written or verbal 
communications with existing and prospective customers, partners etc. In the course of such translation 
or communication some of the information contained herein may be lost, corrupted, or misrepresented. 

 
§ The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or 

inconsistencies between such translations and communications and this official English language White 
Paper, the provisions of this English language original document shall prevail. 

 
§ Please find the full SIFT Token Information and country specific information contained in the Members 

area of InterFinex.com, and a full copy of the SIFT Agreement is contained at the end of this white paper 
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I. Executive Summary 

1.1. Market Place  
Five years ago, at the end of Q1 2013, the total cryptocurrency market cap was slightly 
above $1 Billion. Since then it has increased more than 250 times with a peak in 1Q 2018 
of >$700B.   

Chart 1: Cryptocurrency Market Cap Jan 2017 – July 2018 
 
While it is impossible to project exactly the size of the cryptocurrency market it is safe to 
assume that over the next five years it will increase ten to twentyfold and become a multi 
trillion $ market within 2-3 years and eventually reaching $10T1 in 5-7 years.  
 
The leading crypto currencies have market caps of $1-100B while at the bottom of the 
market there are numerous ”penny stock” type of crypto currencies with a market value 
of less than a few thousand dollars.  In addition, this emerging market place is being 
invigorated by a stream of ICOs flooding the market providing additional risk capital and 
liquidity and many of these new currencies will be traded on exchanges.   
 
Bitcoin is the undisputed crypto currencies leader representing nearly half of the market 
at current market cap of $250B.  In effect cryptocurrency prices are highly correlated with 
Bitcoin market demand.  
 
As shown in the chart below, Bitcoin market price has gone from $11.000 at the beginning 
of 2018 to dropping below $6.000 in early summer.  Each high and low is accompanied 
with trading volumes of $5B per 24Hrs and large profits are made for the traders who are 
able to anticipate market behaviour. 

                                                
1 Source: Multiple sources, InterFinex Research 
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Chart 2: Bitcoin Value fluctuation and Trading Volume 

 
There are more than 200 crypto exchanges and nearly 2.000 currencies being traded on 
exchanges or over-the counter.  Leading the market developments are the twenty leading 
currencies2 each with a market cap3 of more than $1B representing 89% of the total 
market cap and 87.5% of daily trading volume of $16B. 
 
Crypto exchanges are truly winners in crypto markets racking up daily trading revenues 
ranging from $100K to >3-4M, boosted by trading volumes of $16B and more in 2018. 
The top 10 exchanges control approx. 33% of the market and BTC (bitcoin) represents 
35% of the total trading volume.  
 
Unfortunately, a vast majority of existing exchanges are operated by developers or tech-
centric management, not financial experts. Multiple key issues exist – from a very volatile 
regulatory climate to poor security (multiple successful hacks) and poor technology. 
 
The crypto currencies market is highly volatile4 with large daily spread in pricing and with new 
digital assets being introduced to the market.  Such conditions provide huge opportunities for 
profits for different categories of traders as well as for crypto exchanges. 
 

                                                
2 See also Appendices 
3 Estimated by https://coinmarketcap.com/ 
4 As illustrated by Bitcoin pricing 
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Chart 3: Top Crypto Exchanges March 2018 and respective daily trading revenue5 
 

 
Source:  Estimated using CoinMarketCap6 reported 24Hr volume and fees listed on exchanges' websites. 

1.2. Exchange Market Dynamics 
 
Another important aspect of the market is that amongst the top 20 exchanges the 
competition is not only fierce but exchanges not keeping up with the market or executing 
on the wrong strategy quickly loose market position. 
 
Many exchanges which recently entered the market in 2017 and 2018 bring innovation 
and/or aggressive pricing strategies giving them entry into the top 20 literally within 
months, sometimes weeks, from being launched. 
 
Out of the top 207 exchanges measured by trading volumes and net revenues six were 
launched in 2017 and three in 2018.   The chart below shows how positions changed over 
the last six months.  It is significant that 50% of the top exchanges were not even 
amongst the top 20 in March 2018 and that the “oldies” Kraken and Bitstamp have 
dropped in the table. 
                                                
5 Binance started operations in July 2017 after conducting an Initial Coin Offering that attracted $15 million worth 
of capital. Trading on the platform peaked along with the prices of cryptocurrencies towards the end of 2017, when 
the exchange was registering up to $11 billion of trades daily. Source: https://news.bitcoin.com/crypto-exchange-
binance-expects-up-to-1-billion-profit-in-2018. 
6 ”Based on daily trading volume and fees listed, annual revenue for the top 10 goes into the billions of dollars. 
While the numbers aren’t exact, the order of magnitude shows the boom in virtual currencies is generating some 
very real cash”. Source. Bloomberg News. 
7 Beginning of August 2018 
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Chart 4: Winners and Losers in the Crypto Exchange Market March to August 2018 
 
The conclusion is that the crypto exchange market is still in its early days with only a handful 
of exchanges in stable market position.  There is still scope for a new exchange to enter the 
market and especially if it meets the demands of more and more demanding clients ready to 
move to another exchange.  
 
After a thorough analysis of the market conditions the founders and the advisors of 
InterFinex have decided to enter into this market because we have found a gap in the 
market that needs to be filled with a new type of offering focused on servicing the needs 
of a very specific target audience.   
 
This White Paper sets out the main concepts and approach for making InterFinex a top 30 
Exchange within 12 months from launch of the exchange, currently planned for 1Q 2019 with 
a Public Beta Version & ICO in November 2018.  
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II. Gap in the crypto Exchange Market  
 
InterFinex has identified the needs of a specific group of potential customers who are not 
yet offered a service that is entirely meeting their demands or solving their problems. 
 
This gap in the market represents a huge opportunity for InterFinex to develop a customer 
base by creating a targeted offer to reach the untapped market serving pro-level traders, 
who are underserved by a majority of the current mass-market focused exchanges. 
 
The average BTC transaction is at about $46000, yet the median - $430. This shows that 
core market movements are in the professional/high-volume segment, not retail. Yet all 
existing exchange platforms are tailored to the retail trader – “for everyone”. 
 
As mentioned in the previous section the cryptocurrency exchange industry has benefited 
enormously from the increased interest in the space.  With overall crypto market 
capitalization increase of over 1,000% Year-on-Year (April 2017 – April 2018), and with a 
daily trading volume increase of over 3,100% YoY the exchange platforms are raking in 
Billions8 and growing by as much as 250,000 users per day each.  

Market predictions garnered from reputable sources state that the market cap of 
cryptocurrencies could increase to as much as $2-4 trillion in the next few years.  This 
would mean worldwide daily trading volumes would approach approximately $180-200 
billion (or 10 to 20 times the current levels). Mike Novogratz9 sees the cryptocurrency 
market cap reaching $2 trillion as early as the end of 2018.  However, what is promising 
is the crypto market is still in its infancy.  As a comparison daily Forex trading volume is 
on average over $5 trillion, over 400 times that of cryptocurrencies. 

According to Bloomberg, the top ten cryptocurrency platforms profit as much as $1-3 
million per day in trading fees at the current volume levels. It is inarguably safe to state 
that these numbers will multiply as the market grows.  In effect, during the busiest trading 
days in December 2017 when the market cap of all cryptocurrencies reached nearly $800 
billion, the top exchange platforms were earning an estimated $10 million per day in fees 
each. 
Despite their trading success – the question is whether these billion-dollar companies provide 
a quality of service that is matching expected market needs as the market matures with more 
and more customer client demanding a better service. According to in-depth research carried 
out by InterFinex – they are not. 
 

Our customer research says that customers are dissatisfied with support (inability to make 
a quick phone call to check on a lost/delayed transaction), more advanced issues like the 
speed of order placement, security, and liquidity. InterFinex firmly believes that vast 
improvements must be made in order to take cryptocurrency trading from the “Wild West” 
era into the same level of professionalism as FX or equity trading. 

                                                
8 https://coinspectator.com/news/309029/kings-of-coins-crypto-exchanges-are-raking-in-billions 
9 https://www.ccn.com/cryptocurrency-will-become-a-20-trillion-market-billionaire-bull-mike-novogratz/ 
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Currently, many of the major platforms are situated in Asia (primarily Korea, Japan & 
Hong Kong).  Many of these jurisdictions have an unstable regulatory climate, as 
evidenced recently with the multiple bans and closures which resulted in several 
exchanges (the leader Binance etc.) moving to more crypto-friendly jurisdictions with less 
stringent financial control processes in place. 

To verify the perceived gap in the market place InterFinex conducted structured 
interviews with more than eighty pro-level, high-volume crypto traders via phone and 
confirmed via survey. 

The results of the research10 
underpins the assumption made 
by InterFinex that there are 
parts of the market where the 
actual service demand is not yet 
met with by an exchange.  

In blue colour is shown what 
existing exchanges are 
providing and focusing their 
offering on, as well as the 
important needs (liquidity etc.) 
as expressed by clients.  To the 
right and in green colour shows 
what professional traders would 
like to obtain and are willing to 
pay for. 
 
Our interviews show that the current platform choices are comparatively unsophisticated 
in contrast to best practices enjoyed by traders on FX and equity exchanges.  For example, 
crypto traders report a lack of advanced order types, no tools to execute advanced trading 
strategies, poor automation capabilities (API), UI designed by developers, not traders, 
lack of transparency (resulting in the exchanges doing market manipulation), no way to 
calculate and report on trading performance, and more. 
The research conducted by InterFinex confirms our assumptions that there is a gap in the 
market place and the proposed exchange has been designed and developed to meet these 
needs ahead of the competition and while this window of opportunity is still open.  

                                                
10 For detailed explanations of the research and access to filed data please contact InterFinex. The research was 
conducted following the structure provided by INSEAD’s ERIC Grid and Blue Ocean Strategy.   
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III. Problems & Solutions 
 
The crypto exchange marketplace is in dire need of more professionalism & serious 
players. It’s a market that is already validated and booming and – seemingly – with a lot 
of competition. Although certainly true when looking at the sheer number of live exchange 
platforms (and more getting launched), the exchanges are – in a vast majority – with a 
very poor-quality offering, no differentiation and primarily targeting uneducated, 
unsophisticated traders and investors with campaigns and promotions more fit towards 
the online gaming world, than finance. 

Current-day platforms are plagued with numerous issues, including:  

3.1. Regulatory & Security Concerns, Manipulation 
 
The majority of exchanges are located in jurisdictions with a debatable track record of 
legal and regulatory issues; what’s more – many are not licensed. This might not concern 
the average user, until an exchange is hacked and no one is held accountable – or has to 
suddenly shut down due to regulatory action. Lack of regulatory oversight also means 
exchanges can manipulate prices and volumes at will, negatively impacting the trading 
community (unaware due to lack of transparency). Finally, it’s no secret that centralized 
exchanges have major issues with security – with news of hacks or breaches appearing 
on a weekly basis. Such an environment contributes to crypto trading being ‘extremely 
risky’. 

3.2. Lack of Advanced Trading Features & Complicated Usage 
 
Professionals require access to advanced order types, a proper charting interface, bug-
free and fast API, trading performance analytics and more.  These features are simply 
inexistent on current-day exchange platforms.  Should they find an outside solution, in 
order to use various tools, services and features, traders need multiple third-party 
solutions and accounts.  Typical Issues: Depositing fiat? Coinbase. Trading altcoins? 
Binance. Leverage? Bitmex. Automation? Performance reports? Tax reports?  
Each of these solutions being separate means wasted time, fees and security risk 
(excessive usage of API which is known for often causing security breaches). 

3.3. Poor User Experience  
 
The problems above – complexity of using multiple third-party solutions, lack of 
sophisticated features and services and the constant risk and uncertainty of regulatory 
and security matters contribute to lack of credibility and complicated usage - a very poor 
user experience. Exchanges lack a unique feel, community and professional brand. In 
many cases, using these platforms is very unintuitive and frustrating.  Traders have 
accounts (on average) with 15 or more exchanges – when asked why, the answer isn’t 
only lack of coins, but that there’s no exchange they really enjoy using and are loyal to. 
Support being highly unreliable also greatly contributes to this situation.  
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3.4. Low Liquidity & Order Book Depth 
 
This is a major problem that often even the largest, busiest exchanges cannot successfully 
deal with. Shallow order books mean high slippage, which translates into a large loss 
whenever placing a bulk order on the exchange.  This is especially a major issue for 
traders with a big portfolio since they are required to place multiple orders over time, 
often losing the intended trading opportunity.  Since usage of the trading interface isn’t 
very straightforward – this takes a lot of time and contributes to a lot of frustration. What 
the cryptocurrency market lacks is professional/institutional market makers and advanced 
order types that allow big players to deal with this problem with an automated solution. 

3.5. Conclusion 
 
The obvious conclusion is that the industry is lacking a professional-grade solution – a 
“premium’” platform for traders who want to take their trading to the next level in terms 
of professional service offering with the ability for clients to trade faster, easier, and more 
securely than currently possible in the cryptocurrency space.  In response to InterFinex’ 
analysis of the market and know-how and input from our advisors we have created the 
concept of a dedicated exchange platform for professionals, enabling automated trading 
strategies, advanced order execution and performance clarity.  

We have found that the market does not yet offer a platform that gives professional 
traders the tools and environment needed to achieve the success and consistency they 
are looking for without the constant annoyances, delays and subsequent uncertainties 
associated with crypto trading. 
The industry does not require another exchange for the masses; however, it does require a 
platform custom-tailored to the expert trader. That is why we have built InterFinex – to unlock 
the potential of market segments currently underserved.   
 

Our Business Plan projections shows that our target group represents an addressable 
market of 250,000-400,000 traders by end of 2019, with 20% being new to the market 
starting in 2019.  

Since we are focused on just one target audience, we can serve them and fulfil their 
needs better. We’re entering a proven market with many competitors; however, 
differentiation is almost inexistent and often even basic services or features aren’t 
provided – support, transparency, an intuitive UI – not to mention advanced order types 
or automation. 
 
With a focused approach, a superior offering and agility in implementing partnerships within 
the quickly-changing competitive environment, InterFinex aims to become a top 30 exchange 
in the next 12 months (by trading volume) and conquer a top 15 position within 2 years from 
official launch early 2019.  
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IV. Cryptocurrency Traders 
 
There exist three distinct groups of cryptocurrency traders11. 

4.1. The Beginner or Hobbyist Trader 
 
This individual has a low trading volume and doesn’t have much experience or knowledge. 
Trades multiple times per day or week and rarely follows any specific system. Has basic 
knowledge of Technical Analysis and perhaps follows an influencer or authority for advice 
on trading moves. Rarely profitable and almost never on a consistent basis. Heavily 
influenced by news, FOMO and FUD. These individuals make up for as much as 95% of 
the active trading accounts on cryptocurrency exchange platforms today. 
 
We classify beginner/hobbyist traders as having on average below $200 daily trade 
volume, not following any specific strategy, being aware of and using only basic trading 
tools such as basic Technical Analysis and making up around 95% of the market. 
 
Beginners (or other very-low-volume) traders generate minimal revenue for the exchange on 
which they trade yet are often the most expensive to service (due to numerous support 
inquiries, lack of knowledge and more).  
 

4.2. The “Pro-level” (High-end Retail) Trader 
 
These individuals have been trading (cryptocurrencies or legacy markets such as FX or 
equities) for a considerable period of time (in general 1 year or longer) and have learned 
to use trading systems to make their results more predictable and consistent.  
 
They naturally have more knowledge and experience and need outside support only 
during crisis situations (lost deposits, inability to access account etc.). Their overall 
cryptocurrency portfolio is typically $30,000-$100,000 or more and their trading volume 
averages out at around $3000 per day. They’re often using third-party software or tools 
to further boost their results and tend to trade via API rather than the exchange website 
or application. Speed of trading, advanced trading tools, security and liquidity are of 
utmost priority for them. 
 
They execute considerably higher volume (approx. $3000 per day) than beginners or 
amateurs and generate more revenue for the exchange platform they trade on. This group 
is a target for InterFinex as we shall be able to offer them extra care, service and 
functionality they demand, but do not, by and large, receive today. We assume that 4.5% 
of the market is made up of these high-end retail traders. 

                                                
11 One could separate the market even further (e.g. manual traders and users of third-party software such as bots). 
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4.3. The Institutional Trader 
 
Institutions such as hedge funds, crypto funds backed by institutions have their own, 
proprietary systems and solutions and execute almost all their trading via API. Most 
often the only traded pairs involve the largest cryptocurrencies by market volume (such 
as BTC, ETH, LTC, XRP). These players have a high volume and most of them have 
special arrangements and discounts with the exchange they work with. The institutional 
traders will be possible to approach once InterFinex has reached a sufficient critical 
mass in terms of liquidity, track record and brand recognition. 
 
We estimated that around 0.5% of the market is made up of traders that process over 
$50k of daily volume, which we classify as ‘institutional’ level.  
 
InterFinex’s primary target audience is the high-end retail trader expected to represent a 
majority of our fees and earnings.  Our secondary objective is to attract ambitious newcomers, 
that aspire to become an expert trader and who are seeking a platform that will enable them 
to grow as a trader.  
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V.  InterFinex Solution 
 
InterFinex aims to cater to the top-end of the market (pro-level traders and institutions), 
enabling automated trading strategies, advanced order execution and performance clarity 
on an dedicated, certified platform. Here is how we plan to address the market problems 
described in section III above: 

5.1. Regulatory & Security Concerns, Manipulation 
 

InterFinex is registered and fully licensed to operate in the EU - in Estonia (known for 
being a reputable, crypto-friendly jurisdiction). We also have the benefit of having 
directors with vast experience in highly-regulated markets, such as securities, who will 
help us stay fully compliant, resulting in a stable future for our business and customers. 
Industry-leading security solutions are used (explained in the Security & Safety section) 
based on 20+ years of building exchanges (by Modulus). Being licensed in the EU means 
traders can rest assured that full transparency and no manipulation occurs, together with 
top security standards being maintained. Our approach here is – full professionalism. No 
shortcuts. 

5.2. Lack of Advanced Trading Features & Complicated Usage 
 

Traders operating on InterFinex have access to a suite of tools that give clarity on what’s 
going on and help with trade decision making. Advanced order types, fast & real-time 
market data and API, performance reporting, customizable TradingView charts and more. 
It’s also time to forget the troublesome process of depositing FIAT currency in one 
platform, exchanging to crypto, sending elsewhere etc. as InterFinex will have full fiat 
functionality (EUR upon launch, USD in Q3 2019), Margin trading (Q1 2019), Shorting (Q1 
2019) and Built-in automation.  
 
5.3. Poor User Experience  

 
This is an area where we really aim to differentiate ourselves from the competition. 
Thanks to credibility (clear regulatory standing and transparency), providing traders all 
the tools and services they need at one place (ease of access), an intuitive interface and 
UI (ease of use) and reliable, 24/7 concierge support (including phone) we want to 
become the best choice for professional, seasoned traders and investors. 

 
5.4. Low Liquidity & Order Book Depth 

 
We aim to build major liquidity on our platform thanks to partnerships with liquidity 
aggregators (e.g. XTRD.io etc.), create built-in incentives and attract institutional 
market makers (having that ability primarily thanks to our regulatory standing, trading 
features (API) and tools that enable them to execute advanced strategies better than 
anywhere else).  

To kick-start our platform, traders will be incentivized via our Trans-Fee ICO – more 
details in the Tokenomics chapter. 
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VI.  Unique Exchange Capabilities 
 
Our focus at InterFinex is to provide pro-level traders with an environment that allows 
them to effectively execute advanced strategies, automate their winning strategies and 
access various convenience tools and services. 
 
Our unique offering was created based on over 80 interviews and survey entries from 
pro-level cryptocurrency traders – regarding what are their main pain points with the 
crypto exchange ecosystem and what would they like to see on a dedicated platform. 
 
• Advanced order types 
An overwhelming majority of traders that we’ve interviewed complained on the lack of 
advanced order types – such as trailing orders, icebergs, in many cases even stop losses 
or take profit orders – as one of the chief hurdles that they have to deal with on a daily 
basis. This is the cause of them having to spend an entire day “glued to their exchange 
screens” (quote from more multiple interviews) as they’re not able to set-up any orders 
beforehand and must react manually. Legacy crypto exchanges usually don’t offer any 
advanced order types, which compared with IB (Interactive Brokers, one of the most 
popular stock brokerage platforms) having 90+ order types, shows a clear issue. 
 
• Bug-free, reliable automation (API) including FIX protocol 
We recognize that a major percentage of our target audience utilizes – or, would like to 
utilize – automation. These pro-level traders have developed their own, unique, 
proprietary trading strategies and would like to see them executed via bots and scripts – 
but are unable to do so, due to the very low reliability and speed of APIs provided by 
legacy exchanges. Apart from being focused on delivering a bug-free, fast RESTful API as 
well as web sockets, InterFinex will also introduce FIX API, used by most automation 
software in traditional markets yet almost inexistent in the cryptocurrency space.  
 
• Enhanced performance reporting on profitability 
Traders at InterFinex will be able to easily track their performance (P&L, largest win, 
largest loss etc.) in our built-in performance reporting dashboard. This will allow proper 
evaluation of trading strategies, without having to manually calculate everything inside 
Excel spreadsheets (a commonly mentioned “strategy”).  
 
• Portfolio management tools 
The ability to benchmark portfolio performance against the market is especially important 
for high-volume traders and investors, especially when dealing with their clients’ money. 
With our portfolio management tools, it will be easy to show your clients (or see for 
yourself) – this is how the market performed, this is how my portfolio performed, I beat 
the market by X%, and more valuable statistics. 
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• Risk management tools 
In over 90% of our interviews, proper risk management was mentioned as the key to 
successful trading – and – something that is really missing. InterFinex brings advanced 
risk management tools from the traditional markets to the cryptocurrency space. In our 
dashboard, traders will immediately see what risk they’re taking when evaluating whether 
to enter a trade – and can execute on that risk by utilizing our advanced order types. 
 
• Trade decision support tools & analytics 
Especially larger investors or high-volume traders will find our Analytics Suite very 
appealing – with clearly displayed price volatility, Sharpe ratios, alfa/beta and more, we’re 
essentially building a Bloomberg Terminal for the crypto space. This, plus our advanced 
portfolio management (benchmarking against the market, etc.) will create the perfect 
environment for portfolio and risk management of pro-level and institutional clients. 
 
• 24x7 concierge including phone support 
We take customer support to another level by providing a truly concierge service – with 
support via email, live chat and phone available 24x7. We’re building a dedicated support 
center in Poland, EU, with 80-100 highly trained and professional support staff and plan 
to enable full phone support by Q1 2019 (with email and live chat immediately upon 
launch). This is a major differentiation of us vs. existing exchange platforms, as we fully 
understand the fact that our target audience wants to be able to simply pick up the phone 
and receive expert support whenever they encounter an issue. 
 
• Easy fiat deposits and exchanging 
We will be able to accept EURO deposits and trading immediately upon launch and aim 
to offer our clients full USD functionality as soon as possible – it’s one of our priorities. 
We’re partnering with TrustPay, a European financial services provider, for accepting SEPA 
deposits (EUR currency only) as well as card processing. 
 
• Automatic tax tracking for every major jurisdiction 
High-volume traders often have to pay thousands (one person we interviewed pays 
$10,000 per month) for accountants to manually calculate their tax basis in order to stay 
safe and know how much tax do they actually owe. With InterFinex’ built-in tax reporting, 
it will be as easy as clicking one button to download your personal P&L report with 
approximate taxes owed. 
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VII. Business Model 

7.1. Revenue Sources 
 
The main revenue stream for InterFinex are trading fees. There is also a listing fee 
charged for listing new tokens on the exchange. Once margin trading becomes available, 
there will be a small fee associated as well. 

SOURCE DESCRIPTION 

Trading Fees From 0.05% to 0.15% 

Token Listing Fees Cost for listing a new token to trade on 
the exchange (after compliance analysis). 

Margin Fees Interest on borrowed amounts. 

7.2. Target Audience 
 
As previous stated, InterFinex is a dedicated exchange for a specific audience - 
experienced and serious individual traders.  
 
More specifically, we are looking to primarily attract customers that: 
 
• Trade multiple times per week 
• Are accustomed to using third-party tools and software 
• Have a cryptocurrency portfolio worth above $100,000 
• Have been trading cryptocurrencies or the FX/equities market for at least 1 year 
• Are seeking a platform that enables complex and automated trading strategies 
 
We accept clients in all jurisdictions in which we comply with local regulations and laws. 
 

7.3. Exchange Account Features 
 
One of the characteristics of InterFinex is that users are able to trade with full functionality 
on a regular account, but if the client desires additional service and features, they can 
upgrade to Premium Status at any time (details in Tokenomics section).  All accounts 
go through a quick and easy KYC/AML process (usually verified in under 1 hour).
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Regular accounts, apart from fully functional trading, have access to the following 
features: 

• Secure Storage of Funds (With Leading Crypto Custodian BitGo) 
• Fast API (REST or FIX or Web sockets - their choice) 
• 24/7 Ticket & Email Support 
• 3 Charting Styles - Basic, Expert I, and Expert II 
• Basic Automation - Advanced Order Types, Stop Loss, Take Profit, and more 
• Fast Deposits & Withdrawals 
 

Premium Status – Users have the option of upgrading their account into Premium status 
(details in Tokenomics section) by simply purchasing and maintaining a certain amount 
of ITT (InterTokens). Premium status adds the following features and services: 

• Faster, Priority API Access 
• 24/7 Phone and Live Chat Concierge 
• Access to Built-in Automation (Trading Signals, Bots, Scripts, and more) 
• Priority Deposits and Withdrawals 
• Financial Reports for Easy Tax Reporting 
• Access to our lucrative, mutually rewarding referral scheme 

 
Customers benefit by having access to features and a level of service not found on any 
other cryptocurrency exchange. Additionally, InterFinex is able to sustainably provide 
these labor- and capital-intensive services thanks to catering to a smaller group of clients. 
Niche, underserved (yet very high revenue) audience + superior offering. 

7.4. Fee Structure 
 

 Maker Order Taker Order 

Without ITT 0% - 0.15% 0.10% - 0.20% 

With ITT 0% - 0.075% 0.05% - 0.10% 

 

Maker orders are when the trader is adding liquidity to the market by placing a Buy order 
below or a Sell order above the currently traded price. If an order is partially matched 
immediately, a taker fee is charged for that portion. 
Traders may discount their fees by opting to have them paid with InterTokens. The discount 

is 50% during first year of InterFinex operation and then 30% permanently. 
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7.5. Volume-based Discounted Fees 
 

Volume (30d) Maker Order Taker Order 

$0 - $1M 0.15% 0.20% 

$1M - 15M 0.10% 0.15% 

$15M - $90M 0.05% 0.10% 

$90M+ 0% 0.10% 

 

7.6. Available Coins & Trading Pairs 
 
Our goal is to focus on a smaller group of high quality, high volume coins and tokens. 

Initially, InterFinex will support the following coins and tokens (list subject to change): 

BTC, USDT (or similar), ETH, LTC, XRP, BCH, EUR. 

Trading pairs are offered in BTC, USDT and ETH (not necessarily for all coins upon 
launch). InterFinex plans to add more coins and tokens over time, assuming they pass 
compliance check, represent a high-value blockchain project and offer enough liquidity to 
be traded by pro-level and institutional clients. 

InterFinex will not list “junk tokens” without any solid fundamentals or credibility, even if 
offered a high fee. 

It is a priority for us to list new, quality tokens for trading on our exchange as soon as 
possible. During our first few months of operation, we are going to list multiple currencies 
and tokens free-of-charge to provide a wide variety of markets for traders. 

We intend to attract new projects to our platform with our clear regulatory standing, pro-
level audience and high liquidity (later – prestige, that’s associated with being a high-end 
focused brand).
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7.7. Deposits & Withdrawals 
 
InterFinex listens to the crypto community and processes free, fast deposits as well as 
fast withdrawals for no additional fee (from our side). 

Withdrawals have a small cost associated (which will be clearly visible to each trader and 
updated in real-time). This is due to (A) transaction fees which InterFinex must pay in 
order to send a transaction from the exchange to the client’s wallet and (B) the small 
percentage fee charged by BitGo, the leading cryptocurrency custodian, which InterFinex 
uses for professional-grade cold storage and wallets.  This allows InterFinex to provide 
customers with the unmatched security and deposit/withdrawal speed that they desire. 

Withdrawal fees are not part of the InterFinex revenue model and InterFinex receives 0% 
of the fee paid by the client during the withdrawal process. 

7.8. KYC & AML 
 
In order to provide a more secure, safer and stable environment, we approach the issue 
of KYC (Know-Your-Customer) and AML (Anti-Money-Laundering) very seriously. We 
strongly believe that the regulatory changes coming to the market will put an end to 
exchanges allowing customers to trade and withdraw with merely an email address. 

We fully understand the fact that the KYC/AML process is bothersome and is a nuisance, 
especially for clients signing up for their second, third, or tenth exchange platform. That 
is why we aim to make the entire process as fast, easy, and intuitive as possible. 

Verification will take under 1 hour. There will be an option of using video verification which 
greatly speeds up the entire process. InterFinex has implemented industry-leading 
solutions to this issue so that the entire experience is fast and pleasant for each customer. 

7.9. Referral Program 
 
We aim to provide a lucrative partnership program that will help us gain more publicity 
and quality referrals. 

We provide a mutual benefit/reward for both the referral and our partner. 

Each person that signs up thru a referral receives 2 months of Premium Status for free. 

Our partners can access the following (rewards are a share in the fees paid by their 
referral – 30% reward means that the partner will receive 30% of fees paid by the clients 
that they refer to InterFinex). Rewards are paid out on a weekly basis. 

Only referrals that go thru KYC verification will contribute to a partners’ rewards. 
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Tokens Owned Reward 

Premium Status Minimum 20% 

30,000 30% 

100,000 40% 

500,000 50% 

1,000,000 60% 
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VIII. Marketing Strategy 
 
Our marketing and branding strategies are built around the concept of positioning 
InterFinex as the dedicated alternative for experienced, seasoned traders.  

We aim to provide a superior experience & platform to these individuals as well as 
bot/algorithmic traders that - bottom line - improves their profit and trading operations. 
There is currently no exchange platform that focuses on these (high revenue) audiences. 

InterFinex aims to utilize its marketing budget not only for performance marketing - paid 
ads, retargeting etc. but primarily for building a brand and a community.  

Marketing Message: “You’ve tried the exchanges for the masses - now 
experience trading in a dedicated, high-end environment” 

The end goal for InterFinex’ marketing efforts is to build not only a cutting-edge exchange 
platform, but a major cryptocurrency brand and community.  

Heavy spending12 on Social Media, YouTube & community management will fuel our 
progress towards these goals. Pursuing this vision will uniquely differentiate us from our 
competitors.  

Marketing activities that we shall deploy to reach business targets: 

• InterFinex-themed quality cryptocurrency news website 
• Social media domination in the cryptocurrency space 
• Hosting events and conferences for our community 
• Cryptocurrency-related podcasts with trader interviews & more 
• Influencer marketing across all social platforms 
• Regular interaction between the team and the community 

 
Each of the above-listed examples of our long-term marketing and branding strategy is 
currently heavily underutilized by our competitors. We aim to use that to our advantage 
and establish our company as a leader in the cryptocurrency space - not just an exchange 
platform. 

8.1. ICO & Launch Marketing Approach 
 
Although we will begin long-term marketing and branding efforts immediately, our focus 
during the ICO & launch phase will be more directed at performance-based marketing 
with the goal of onboarding early adopters onto the platform.  

We plan to utilize PR, Paid Ads (PPC), Social Media Marketing (ads), YouTube ads, media 
buying, retargeting, our YouTube channel with interviews of team members and Q&As, 
email marketing, influencer campaign and of course community management (Telegram 
channel, social media accounts, BitcoinTalk, Reddit etc.)

                                                
12 Details in marketing plan and financial model available for review by potential pre-sale investors.  
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InterFinex will cooperate with an experienced ICO marketing firm during this phase to 
leverage their experience enabling proper execution. 

To summarize, InterFinex will leverage the following in order to gain initial momentum 
and onboard early adopters to the platform: 

8.2. Performance Marketing & Roadshows. 
 
With an average customer acquisition cost (CAC) equal to about 1/4 of average 
customer lifetime value (LTV), we can utilize paid marketing/advertising as well as 
industry conferences & events to build a considerable customer base and raise 
awareness of InterFinex. Performance marketing will be continued and scaled as long as 
our CAC stays below 1/2 of LTV. 

8.3. Strategic Partnerships. 
 
The key strategic driver of our partnerships will be to serve our customers with the best 
solution on the market, if it is already available. On every value driver, we will consider 
building the solution or partnering with an established provider.  

InterFinex already aims to partner with companies such as XTRADE.io (partnership 
confirmed), other liquidity aggregators (which will drive liquidity to our exchange 
platform) as well as equity token platforms to speed up the process of establishing 
ourselves as a major player in the cryptocurrency trading market. Our advantage is 
agility to act fast, a dedicated and personalized approach to working with our partners 
and superior API functionality. We also aim to have professional, high-volume market 
makers which we plan to attract to our platform via regulatory clarity and stability, 
superior API resulting in drastically better performance (FIX, colocation etc.) and more 
coming soon. 

8.4. Focus on Underserved Audiences 
 
With faster and more reliable FIX API (which equals better performance of all bots and 
tools), one-click performance reporting, trading decision support tools, 24/7 concierge 
and so much more - we’re bound to be a very attractive option for these underserved 
customer groups.
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IX. Trading Platform 

9.1. Interface, Charting & Applications 
 
InterFinex provides an intuitive and fast trading environment regardless of what device is 
used (custom built tools and bots will also work best with InterFinex due to our 
specialized, high-output API (incl. FIX) and order placement speed). We offer: 

• We’re starting with a web-based, TradingView charting interface. 
• Dedicated Windows and Mac applications built hand-in-hand with experienced 

traditional market traders (Q2 2019) 
• Native Android and iOS clients for mobile and tablet (Q2 2019) 
• FIX, web sockets and REST API 
 

 
Chart 5: Prototype Version of InterFinex Trading Interface 

 
Along with Web UI and mobile apps, robust, well documented, and quick APIs will be 
provided for advanced traders to build their own trading tools by utilizing REST, 
WebSocket, or FIX API. By providing integration SDKs for most popular development 
platforms and programming languages such as .NET, NodeJS, C++, Python, Java, etc., 
we will ensure the most optimal integration time and effort that is so important in the 
fast-paced trading environment. 

Also, we recognize that some traders, even if they possess advanced knowledge in 
finance, data science, and trading, sometimes may be a bit more behind in automation 
and programming. To help this group of customers, Interfinex will sponsor building tools 
to enable creating trading bots with a drag and drop interface.  
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We know the importance of the user interface and especially charting interface for traders 
– and we will continue working on and improving our platform to offer the very best.  

9.2. InterFinex Virtual Reality Trading Terminal 
 
InterFinex will leverage our partnership with a disruptive, financial VR software company 
– to be announce soon - to offer clients (in Q2 2019) one of the first ever (in the 
cryptocurrency exchange market) VR trading terminals.  
 
The VR terminal will be in the form of a mobile VR trading interface – which means 
professional, multi-screen cryptocurrency trading available in your pocket at any time, 
with a voice-controlled AI personal trading assistant.  
 
Imagine an exchange that has all the security, reliability and advanced trading features 
you might need or want – and that you can access (without any limitations that impact 
your ability to make a good trading decision) on your phone at any time. 
 
Thanks to our VR terminal, you’re able to access the full potential of InterFinex from your 
mobile phone – which means more opportunities, productivity and less time spent glued 
to your multi-screen computer setup. 
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X. Secure Trading Environment 
 
We are creating a secure trading environment as we believe that the last thing traders 
should need to worry about is the safety and security of their funds when dealing with 
(supposedly) legitimate, big companies such as leading cryptocurrency exchanges.  
 
Interfinex will have a cybersecurity team working around the clock and developing new, 
more advanced security systems. Our matching engine can detect and prevent rogue 
trading behaviour including predatory dark trading by direct access traders that drives 
liquidity off the book.  

10.1. Security Features 
The cutting-edge security infrastructure that is already in place, consists of the following 
features:  
 

 

10.2. Security & User Safety 
 
Safety and security of user funds is paramount at InterFinex. We are committed to 
providing our customers with a safe environment to trade and are obliged by law to take 
all precautions when it comes to user funds. 
 
We are proud to be working with BitGo as our wallet provider & custodian - BitGo 
pioneered multi-signature technology, key recovery solutions and other safety and 
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usability protocols that have enabled businesses to use digital currencies. BitGo's software 
processes over $10 billion in transactions per month. 
 
 

 
Crypto companies, like InterFinex, entrusting BitGo for custodial and wallet services. 

 
InterFinex plans to store 97% of user funds in a highly secure offline vault (cold storage) 
and 3% in a secure, multi-sig hot wallet that accepts deposits and processes withdrawals. 
 
We’re also using a ‘warm wallet’ that is a bridge between the hot wallet and cold storage. 
 
Hot wallets process deposits and withdrawals. Cold wallets (cold storage) stores the 
majority of user funds in a highly secure, offline vault. The Warm wallet is used to transact 
between the Cold Wallet and Hot Wallets in a much safer way than the usual hot + cold 
configuration.  
 
Finally, independent cybersecurity advisors will conduct multiple stress tests, analyse 
potential vulnerabilities, audit and help secure the platform before launch and periodically 
afterwards. 
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XI. ITT Tokenomics  
 
This section describes the characteristics and functionality of the InterFinex native token 
– InterToken (ITT) as well as our proposed issuance. 

11.1. Overview 
In order to create a rewards-based and loyalty-focused ecosystem for trading, InterFinex 
is creating a utility token called – InterToken (ITT). 
 
ITT are ERC-20 compliant tokens issued on the Ethereum blockchain. 500M ITT will be 
generated at genesis. No further tokens will be minted. 
 
The goal of ITT tokenomics model is to distribute ITT in a fair, democratized fashion 
among active traders; incentivize behaviour that positively influences the InterFinex 
platform and ecosystem; reward early adopters and active users, and serve as a method 
of payment for value-added services available on the platform. 

11.2. Token Functionality 
 

(A) Staking by InterFinex users for privileged account status (“Premium Status”); 
(B) Settling incentives for referrals (“Referral Bonus”) and other; 
(C) Community polls on token listings (based on amount of ITT owned) 
(D) Community polls on product development (based on amount of ITT owned) 
(E) Settling discounted trading fees 
(F) Medium to pay for value-added services (“Analytics” etc.) 
(G) InterFinex Inner Circle membership 

11.3. Detailed Functionality 
 

(A) Staking for Premium Status 
 
The user can activate Premium Status in 3 ways: 
1) Holding over 3000 USD worth of ITT* 
2) Trading volume for all markets combined above $1m for the prior 30 days 
3) ITT Trading volume (eg. ITT/BTC) for the prior 30 days above 30BTC.  
 
Premium Status enables multiple value-added features such as priority API 
access, phone support, more built-in automation and advanced order types, 
performance & tax reporting and more. Further discussed in Whitepaper -> 
Business Model. 
*The requirements are likely to be increased over time. 
 

(B) Incentives 
 
Referral bonuses/commissions will be rewarded in ITT. 
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(C) Community Polls (Token Listings) 
 
The community will be able to participate in polls on new token listings (after 
they pass InterFinex regulatory compliance review) - the more tokens a person 
owns, the more powerful his entry. 
 

(D) Community Polls (Development) 
InterFinex will propose certain development projects and the community may 
vote on them - the more tokens a person owns, the more powerful his entry. 
 

(E) Discounted Trading Fees 
Users will be able to pay discounted trading fees on InterFinex, if they are paid in 
ITT. Specific details are available in the InterFinex Business Model chapter of the 
whitepaper. 
 

(F) Value-added Services 
ITT can be used a medium of payment for additional, value-added services such 
as the market analytics suite currently being developed by InterFinex. 
 

(G) InterFinex Inner Circle Membership 
InterFinex plans to create an ‘inner circle’ for users of ITT. Clients have access to 
additional benefits such as access to private webinars, business updates, 
InterFinex events tickets and much more. These additional benefits/features will 
be added over time and announced to the community (including corresponding 
ITT requirements). 

11.4. InterToken Issuance 
 
500M ERC-20 tokens will be generated at genesis, with no further tokens to be minted. 
 

Token Name InterToken 

Code ITT 

Issued Amount 500,000,000 (500M) 

Specification ERC-20 Compliant | Ethereum 

ICO Pricing 1 ITT = USD $0.10 
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11.5. InterToken Distribution 
 

Allocation Purpose Usage Vesting Period 

54% Trade-Mining (ICO) Gradual distribution among 
active traders N/A 

20% Token Presale Private token sale  
(early supporters) Up to 6 months 

16% Founders & Staff 

As recognition of efforts and 
for future staff incentives, 
rewards and retaining top 

talent 

18 months (initial 
20% after 6 months, 
then 20% quarterly) 

5% Advisory Board As recognition of efforts put 
forth by the advisory board  Up to 18 months 

5% Influencers, 
Partners 

Reward for major influencers 
providing us with feedback N/A 

11.6. Use of Proceeds 
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After the successful completion of InterFinex ICO: 

• 35% of funds are reserved for scaling our office and in-house team, retaining superstar 
talent, staff salaries, office expenses, staff incentivization programs and more. 

• 30% of funds raised will be used for our marketing, branding, and advertising efforts. 
This is a key element for InterFinex, as it will attract more traders, more liquidity, and 
better performance for everyone involved. 

• 10% of funds will be stored as a reserve in case of major unexpected expenses or 
emergencies in order not to interrupt operations of InterFinex. 

• 10% are dedicated towards our cybersecurity efforts – implementing new security 
practices, running audits, using state-of-the-art infrastructure, retaining top 
cybersecurity advisors and staff and more. 

• 10% of the funds will be used exclusively for InterFinex regulatory and legal expenses. 
In order for us to stay fully compliant, quickly react to all regulatory changes, legally 
expand our operations, and introduce fiat money trading. 

• 5% are to be governed by the community as our Community Development Pool. 
InterFinex will propose building new features on which the community can vote and 
fund their development from this ‘Community Development Pool’. 
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XII. Team 
 
Our successful expansion would not be possible without a world-class board of directors 
and advisors. Our directors have a combined 90+ years of experience managing and 
growing businesses in highly competitive and heavily regulated markets such as telecom, 
FinTech, securities, and trading. 

 
Jan BRZESKI - LinkedIn 
CEO, Co-founder 
Jan Brzeski has a background in marketing, traffic generation, 
conversion optimization, advertising and cryptocurrency trading. 
Founder and CEO of JB Marketing, a 15-person email marketing 
traffic agency that he developed from launch to a $1.5M a year 
(EBITDA) business in 3 years while studying Information 
Technology full-time. For the past 18 months he’s swing- and 
day-traded cryptocurrencies. He has stepped down from his role 
as CEO of JB Marketing to focus all his time and effort on turning 

InterFinex into a successful project. 

In the past years Jan has also worked with numerous new companies and brands, helping 
them establish a Social Media presence through advanced Social Media Marketing 
strategies. 

Jan has an analytical mind and strategic approach to business, and his biggest strengths 
lie in systemizing & scaling existing operations in a short period of time and executing 
creative online marketing strategies.  

 
Karl JOHANNESSON - LinkedIn 
Chairman, Co-founder 
Karl Johannesson has 25 years of international experience as a 
business developer, marketing executive, lobbyist, management 
consultant, investment analyst, and board member and adviser 
to multi-national corporations, SMEs, finance institutions, 
European Commission, growth business, and start-ups across 
several industries. 

Mr. Johannesson has national exposure to strategic threats and 
opportunities gained from direct involvement in 1000+ business cases within fast-moving 
industries (such Space, IT, Telecom, Mobile Com, Finance, and more recently, Big Data, 
FinTech, Blockchain, and Crypto).  Due to this, he has developed a deep quantitative and 
intuitive forward-looking understanding for how markets are developing and how 
commercial companies, growth business, and public entities can maximize benefits and 
reduce risks within alternative scenarios and business cases.  
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Alexander MITROVICH - LinkedIn 
CTO, Co-founder 
IT Executive with over 15 years of managerial experience in 
Global Technology Services and an entrepreneur who built several 
successful small and medium size international businesses. 
Blockchain enthusiast since 2015, Alexander builds the Blockchain 
Practice and runs Global Operations at USEtech, a 250+ person 
Software Development company, where he build and advised a 
number of cutting edge blockchain projects. Usetech became the 
software partner for InterFinex, and is in charge of its software 

development efforts. 

Having a MS in Engineering, and an MBA, as well as completing TGM Executive Education 
at INSEAD, Alexander started his IT career with FAME (now Sunguard) in New York. After 
that he was part of the Management team that built Luxoft (NYSE:LXFT), one of the 
largest Software Development companies to come out of Eastern Europe by serving top-
tier Investment Banks like UBS and Deutsche Bank, Manufacturing and Energy companies. 
Prior to joining Usetech, Alexander created several EdTech startups and ran an IT 
consultancy.  

 

 

Scott MARINCHEK - LinkedIn 
Financial Structuring and Fundraising 
Mr. Marinchek brings over 30 years of experience, having been 
deeply immersed in FinTech informed trading, funds 
management, capital raising, product development (commodities, 
carbon, derivatives, equities, debt, credit etc.), innovation, and 
M&A.  

He is currently advising on four ICOs and three start-ups while 
working closely with two blockchain investment funds, five 

blockchain/crypto development firms, two investment banks, several VCs, a USA 
aerospace/defense contractor, the Australian Government, a global leader in AdTech, and 
more. 

Scott has deep global connectivity with the capital markets, a strong pipeline of token 
opportunities, excellent financial structuring skills, and extensive experience proactively 
dealing with regulators, tax authorities, etc. to mitigate risks and identify expansion 
opportunities.  
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Christian FERRI - LinkedIn 
Business Development  
Former lead at PwC Tech Advisory, Christian is a believer in the 
power of decentralization. He brings two decades of traditional 
business experience and is often quoted in publications such as 
Forbes and Entreprenur as “Blockchain Humanitarian and Expert.” 

He is President and CEO of BlockStar and is the founder of the 
Blockchain Compliance Alliance. His areas of expertise are in ICO 
process, blockchain tech, regulatory and compliance, and start-

up strategy. Mr. Ferri has worked with AT&T, Comcast, GE, HP, Symantec, and Walmart. 

 

I. Advisory Board 
 
Our board of advisors consists of industry experts, blockchain and cryptocurrency 
authorities, as well as financial and technological talent. They are not just “names” for 
our ICO – each individual is heavily involved in advising us in their area of expertise 
(multiple hours per month). Our advisors bring over 143 cumulative years of experience 
in these areas, providing us with vital advice and experience. 

 

Alexander KRAVETS - LinkedIn 
Founder and CEO at XTRD.IO 
With a background in trading, technology, and finance, Alex 
Kravets focuses on bringing mature financial trading technologies 
to cryptocurrency markets via XTRADE.IO. Mr. Kravets was the 
MD of Genesis Securities and MD of Singularity Technology 
Solutions. He was quoted in Bloomberg, CNBC, Forbes, NASDAQ, 
and Reuters. 

As a CEO with 15+ years of experience in multiple FinTech 
companies, Alex brings InterFinex the operational experience as well as deep, expert 
knowledge of the financial markets and trading in the Forex and equity space. 
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Alexandr KERYA - LinkedIn 
Product Manager at CEX.IO and CEO of INCRYPTICO 
Alexandr has over five years of experience in the blockchain and 
crypto industry and is one of the really early adopters. Since 2013, 
he has been heavily involved in the space as Chief Marketing 
Officer at CEX.IO and GHash.IO. He is currently the Product 
Manager at CEX.IO, CEO of INCRYPTICO, and an ICO of 
marketing, advertising, and PR agency. 

Alexandr is here to assist us with strategic marketing and creating 
a marketing plan both for our ICO and our exchange, as well as to be a contact with 
cryptocurrency media sites and influencers and to assist with product development, 
advice, and guidance. 

 

Serg GULKO - LinkedIn 
Founder and CTO of XTRD.IO, CEO of AxonSoftware 
Serg is a project manager with a strong background in software 
development. He was heavily involved in development and 
integration activities, mainly for financial institutions. His 
company successfully designs, builds, and maintains trading 
applications that operate through FIX and different proprietary 
protocols, deploy and control hardware installations, and provide 
network security services. 

He advises InterFinex on product development (software), integrations (API), and 
technical aspects vital for high-performance trading (UAT environment, servers, trading 
engines, and more). 

 

Paul LINDSELL - LinkedIn 
CEO & Founder at Quazard – Unchartered Gaming 
Paul Lindsell has eighteen years of business development 
experience, eleven of which were at board level. Working in the 
strategic and operational capacity, Paul has managed the daily 
operations of businesses, working with multi-disciplined teams 
globally. 

He is very knowledgeable in the FinTech and Blockchain 
industries, acting as Advisor to a number of ICOs, speaking on 

how to create great brands for Blockchain companies, and leading business development 
strategies for a diverse range of operations from start-ups to established cryptocurrency 
companies.
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XIII. Project Partners  

13.1. Software Development 
 

InterFinex is partnering with UseTech, a major software 
development company employing over 250+ developers. UseTech is 
Interfinex’ technology partner and has a dedicated team of 5 

software developers currently working on introducing new features and solutions to the 
InterFinex platform. UseTech, has a talent pool of 250+ experienced software developers 
and this will allow InterFinex to have access to development sources when the need will 
occur in response to the expected scaling of business while keeping overhead under 
control. 
 

InterFinex is also working closely with a dedicated, Modulus-
certified team of developers that are helping integrate the core of 
our trading platform – the trading engine – with basic functionality 

and interfaces such as charting. Modulus is a leading financial development company with 
over 20+ years successfully building exchanges. The team has experience working on 
multiple Modulus products including exchanges (also in the cryptocurrency space). 

13.2. Legal Counsel  
 

InterFinex has engaged KRM Advisor in Estonia for registering, licensing and 
accounting for InterFinex Technologies LLC, our legal entity. We’re speaking 
with a select group of US-based law firms to lead the regulatory process in the 
USA, as well as separate law firms in Australia. 

13.3. Technology 
 

We are working with BitGo, a leading cryptocurrency custodian and 
wallet provider as well as XTRD, an institutional-grade liquidity 
aggregator and trading platform. BitGo provides InterFinex with a 

wallet solution that boasts cutting-edge cybersecurity.  

 

XTRD is helping InterFinex build a first-class FIX API, operate bare-
metal servers in Equinix NYC and gain more liquidity and access to 
professional market makers by connecting to Xtrade.io 

13.4. Trading Engine 
 
In order to leverage an existing, proven and high-performance solution, InterFinex 
acquired a license from Modulus Global for their MyExchange trading engine. We are 
applying our own modifications and variations to it in cooperation with their experienced 
development team. 
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Modulus Global is the developer of such advanced financial technology products as the 
M4 Trading Platform, which is often rated as the most secure trading platform in the 
world.  Their software products are currently in use by over 3 million end users, they have 
been around since 1997, and have worked closely with companies such as Merrill Lynch, 
Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, Microsoft, NASA, Credit Suisse, HSBC, the CME Group, 
Genesis Securities, and many more.  What’s more, they have over 20 years of experience 
in building exchanges. 

InterFinex has full access to the entire source code and are able to modify it with no 
restrictions. In order to make the modification process simple, we are working with a 
Modulus Certified development team dedicated to our project, which consists of a Project 
Manager, UI/UX designer, systems architect, analyst, and four backend developers. All of 
these professionals have vast experience with Modulus products, and most of them have 
experience in building exchange platforms (including cryptocurrency). 

The MyExchange trading engine is highly optimized - its performance rivals that of the 
busiest stock exchanges such as the NYSE and NASDAQ. When properly scaled, it can 
process as many as 14 million transactions per second.  

13.5. UAT, Colocation Services, and Cross-Connection 
 
Another standard component of Forex and equity exchanges, that only approximately 5% 
of crypto exchanges offer, is a real UAT test environment for users to test out apps without 
having to use real money. 

InterFinex will be one of them. When testing a new third-party tool or software (such as 
a bot), users will be able to do all the necessary testing in a safe “sandbox” without risking 
any of their capital. 

Most cryptocurrency exchanges are using cloud hosting behind CDNs (content delivery 
networks). When a user sends a packet of data (eg. an order) to a public exchange 
interface, it will approach the CDN edge. After this, its destiny and travel path is totally 
unclear. Pinging a big exchange such as Bitfinex will show a lightning-fast 1ms ping time.  
However, that is coming from the CDN, not from the real server that actually does the 
order matching. 
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XIV. InterFinex Roadmap 
 

 
 
InterFinex aims to move fast in acquiring market share and positioning itself as the go-
to, exclusive cryptocurrency trading platform for professionals and experienced 
individuals. 
 
During 2018, apart from launching our exchange to the public, we will focus on: 
• Building a strong in-house team (development, cybersecurity, support, marketing) 
• Launching our mobile applications and refining with feedback from our community 
• Establishing our first strategic partnerships with liquidity aggregators 
 
Growth in 2018 will be primarily focused on direct marketing and advertising to drive early 
stage growth. This will be further fuelled by our User Growth Pool and referral program.  
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2019 will see major international expansion, margin/leverage, short selling and building 
InterFinex into a major cryptocurrency media and community, thru a highly popular 
YouTube channel, shows, podcasts, events and more. Marketing will be focused more on 
building our brand, further improving customer experience and actions with a medium- 
to long-term ROI.  
 
From then on, InterFinex will continue to grow operations, establish new major 
partnerships with the leaders in the cryptocurrency space as well as traditional financial 
institutions, continued improvement of the brand and community as well as many other 
opportunities that will arise.  
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